Advance Your Knowledge of Technology for People with Disabilities

RESNA's conferences, Assistive Technology scientific journal, newsletters, member listserves, Special Interest Groups, Professional Specialty Groups, and the Members section of our website are dedicated to becoming your source for learning and sharing information on:

- Cutting Edge Research
- Available Products and Emerging Technologies
- Service Delivery
- Outcomes Measurement
- Funding and Policy

Impact the Future of AT Funding and Legislation

RESNA is committed to promoting access to affordable technology for all who need it. As a member you can:

- Stay abreast of legislative and policy issues in the US and Canada
- Join forces with like-minded national and international professional organizations
- Advocate for reasonable funding and reimbursement
- Be part of developing membership-led policy papers and initiatives

Support the Organization that Enhances Your Profession

As a RESNA member, you will have the opportunity to:

- Improve and promote the ATP and RET Certifications and other professional standards that bring heightened awareness and professional respect to AT service providers.
- Work to develop ANSI and ISO-approved technical standards to ensure the highest quality of AT devices.

Build Connections with Others in the AT Field

- As people increasingly work on their own in shrinking environments, the need to connect with peers is stronger than ever.
- RESNA can open the door to a large and diverse community of dedicated peers and professionals.

Join today at www.RESNA.org/membership.
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